
For cabinet width 600mm 

B = Unit Width 

T = Interior Depth 

H = Interior Height 

Kitchen Tower 
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600mm 

BeauDH� 

* Automatically slides out of the unit when the door is opened.

* Easy to access from three sides and from above.

* May be installed on the left or right wide.

* Cooking utensils and ingredients always to hand.

Spice dispenser with transparent lid Holder for chopping boards 

---------------------------------••111;1 
Accessories for Tower 

Optional Items 

Kitchen Tower Type 600mm 
Base unit pul-out, full set for furniture with hinged doors 

* Includes softclose

* Material: ABS, UV-resistant, food safe and dishwasher safe

Surface Width Depth Height 

White 562-568 500 560 

Non-slip Mat 

* Easy to remove for cleaning.

Shelf Divider (White) 

* Can be attached to the shelf (base or side) Or the non-slip mat.
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• 
B = Unit Width 

T = Interior Depth 

H = Interior Height 

Peroko 2 

150mm 

480mm 

490mm 

Storage rack for bottles and food products 

* Full extendable, may be installed on the left or right

* Softstopp included

* Load capacity : 15kg

B = Unit Width 

T = Interior Depth 

H = Interior Height 

Broom Rack 

450mm 

500mm 

1800 mm 

The Broom rack is based on a highly-effective 

principle. The broom handle is simply pressed 

into the spring and held in place by the force 

exerted between the coils. 
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Set of Pesolo 

B = Unit Width 

T = Interior Depth 

H = Interior Height 

Sesam (White / White Aluminium) 

* Can be fixed to the right or left wall.

* Modular system, so the shelves can be height-adjustable.

* Shelves closed bases prevent bottles from tipping over

and small items from falling out.

Set Of Sesam 

B = Unit Width 

T = Interior Depth 

H = Interior Height 

Pesolo 

* Pull-out with single extension

Clip-on Hook 

I: 

' .

115 mm 

* Can be fixed to the right or left wall.

* Includes 2 trays, 10 hooks and 2 spacers (15mm)

* A practical aid in the cleaning cupboard.

BeauDH� 

Hose Holder For Vacuum 

* It can be used as tie rack in wardrobes, also in cleaning cupboards and bathroom units.

Can be use as a tie rack 

in wardrobes 

Can be put the good use 

in cleaning cupboards 

or bathroom units. 
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Practical and elegant 

Beau[JH� 

B = Unit Width 

T = Interior Depth 

H = Interior Height 

500-600 mm

500mm 

550mm 

Pesaboy Type 500 / 600 

* Tilting pull-out waste sorting system for units with hinged doors.

* With easy clip lid

* When the door opens, the bins tilt completely out of the unit allowing

easy access from above.

Lid system easy clip 

B = Unit Width 

T = Interior Depth 

H = Interior Height 

Porter 

Handy container available 
just where you need it 

350mm 

500mm 

700mm 

Standard pull-out for bottles crates 

* Integrated deflector wheels on left and right

* Mounted on the base of the unit

* Load Capacity: 100 kg
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B = Unit Width 

T = Interior Depth 

H = Interior Height 

Libell Broom Holder (White) 

* To be mounted on the wall.

* Includes two extra hooks that may also be attached

to the broom rack.

B = Unit Width 

T = Interior Depth 

H = Interior Height 

Libell Hook Rail (White) 

* To be mounted on the wall.

* With 6 fixed hooks.
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